Abstract. We determine Johnson B, V and Cousins R, I photometric CCD magnitudes for the afterglow of GRB 021211 during the first night after the GRB trigger. The afterglow was very faint and would have been probably missed if no prompt observation had been conducted. A fraction of the so-called "dark" GRBs may thus be just "optically dim" and require very deep imaging to be detected. The optical light curve initially shows prompt emission with properties similar to that of GRB 990123. Following this, the afterglow emission from ∼ 12 min to ∼ 30 days after the burst is characterized by an overall power-law decay with a slope 1.1 ± 0.1 in the R passband. The evolution of the spectral energy distribution over the first few hours after the burst indicates that the cooling frequency νc passed through the optical-NIR band during this time.
Introduction
A not so dark long duration GRB 021211 (≡ H2493) triggered at t 0 = 11 h 18 m 34. s 03 UT on 11 December 2002 was detected by the High Energy Transient Explorer (HETE) FREGATE, WXM, and soft X−ray camera (SXC) instruments (Crew et al. 2002 (Crew et al. , 2003 . It was also observed by ULYSSES and KONUS (Hurley et al. 2002) . The burst had a duration of ∼ 2.3 seconds at high energies (85 -400 keV) but a longer duration of about 8.5 seconds at low energy (5 -10 keV) band. It had a fluence of about 1 and 2 µerg/cm 2 in the energy bands of 7 -30 keV and 30 -400 keV respectively. This indicates that GRB 021211 is a "X− ray rich" burst (Crew et al. 2003) . There were no prompt GeV/TeV emissions corresponding to the GRB (McEnery 2002) . The SXC coordinates of the burst reported by Crew et al. (2002) are α = 08 h 09 m 00 s , δ = +06
• 44 ′ 20 ′′ (J2000). Within the error circle of SXC, an optical afterglow (OA) of the GRB 021211 was discovered by Fox & Price (2002) at α = 08 h 08 m 59. s 883, δ = +06
• 43 ′ 37. ′′ 88 (J2000). The source was subsequently also identified in a number of images taken at ∆t(= t − t 0 ) ∼ 90, 108 and 143 seconds by robotic optical telescopes. Thus, GRB 021211 joins the group of GRB 990123 (Akerlof et al. 1999 ) and GRB Send offprint requests to: S. B. Pandey, e-mail: shashi@upso.ernet.in 021004 (Fox et al. 2003b , Pandey et al. 2003 ) whose early optical emissions could be observed within few minutes of the trigger of the event. Spectroscopic observations by Vreeswijk et al. (2003) and Valle et al. (2003) indicate a redshift value of z = 1.004±0.002 for the probable host galaxy of GRB 021211. Fox et al. (2003a) report optical and near-IR observations of the GRB afterglow and found that at optical wavelength, the GRB 021211 afterglow is significantly fainter than most of the known afterglows at an epoch of ∆t ∼ 1 day. However upper limits of afterglow emissions are detected at radio and sub-millimeter wavelengths (Fox et al. 2003a , Hoge et al. 2002 and Rol & Strom 2002 . The observed fluence in the energy band 30 -400 keV by Crew et al. (2003) with the measured redshift z = 1.004±0.002 (Vreeswijk et al. 2003) indicates an isotropic equivalent energy release E iso,γ ∼ 6.1 × 10 51 erg for H 0 = 65 km/s/Mpc in a Ω 0 = 0.3 and Λ 0 = 0.7 cosmological model. With cosmological K correction as in Bloom, Frail & Sari (2001) the estimated isotropicequivalent energy becomes E iso,γ ∼ 1.02 × 10 52 erg, an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding estimate for GRB 990123 (Bloom, Frail & Kulkarni 2003) .
In this paper we present optical observations obtained during the temporal gap of the light curve presented by Fox et al. (2003a) and Li et al., (2003) . We imaged the field of GRB 021211 along with SA 98 standard region of Landolt (1992) to provide secure photometric calibrations.
A total of 10 secondary stars in the field have been calibrated and their standard BV RI magnitudes are given along with the details of our optical observations in the next section. Discussion on the optical light curves and other results are presented in the remaining part of the paper. ESO MIDAS, NOAO IRAF and DAOPHOT softwares were used to process the CCD frames in a standard way. The six standards of the SA 98 region cover a wide range in colour (0.61 < (V − I) < 2.14) as well as in brightness (13.1 < V < 16.3). The photometric calibrations were determined by fitting least square linear regressions to the following equations.
Observations and data reduction
where BV RI are standard magnitudes and v CCD , b CCD , r CCD and i CCD represent the instrumental aperture magnitudes normalized for 1 second of exposure time and corrected for atmospheric extinction coefficients determined from the Nainital observations of SA 98 bright stars. The values are 0.27, 0.17, 0.11 and 0.10 mag at the zenith in B, V, R and I filters respectively on the night of 26/27 December 2002. The errors in the colour coefficients and zero points are obtained from the deviation of data points from the linear relation. Using the above calibrations, BV RI photometric magnitudes of 10 secondary standard stars are determined in the GRB 021211 field and their average values are listed in Table 1 . The (X, Y ) CCD pixels are used to convert coordinates into equatorial coordinates α 2000 , δ 2000 values using the astrometric positions given by Henden (2002) . All the secondary stars have been observed seven times in a filter and have internal photometric accuracy better Table 1 The identification number(ID), (α, δ) for epoch 2000, standard V, (B − V ), (V − R) and (R − I) photometric magnitudes of the secondary standards in the GRB 021211 region. (2002) value yields a small systematic zero-point differences of 0.05 ± 0.02, 0.04 ± 0.01, 0.03 ± 0.02 and 0.04 ± 0.02 mag in B, V, R and I filters respectively. There is no colour dependence in the photometric differences. All these indicate that secured photometric calibrations are used in the present work. Several short exposures up to a maximum of 30 min were generally given while imaging the OA (see Table 2 ). In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the OA, the data have been binned in 2 × 2 pixel 2 and also several bias corrected and flat-fielded CCD images of OA field are co-added in the same filter, when found necessary. From these images, profile-fitting magnitudes are determined using DAOPHOT software. The profile magnitudes have been converted to aperture (about 5 arcsec) magnitudes using aperture growth curve determined from well isolated secondary standards. They are differentially calibrated using the secondary standards listed in Table 1 and the values derived in this way are given in Table 2 . 
Results
The R passband photometric measurements are plotted as a function of time (in days) after the burst in Figs. 1 and 2 emphasizing the prompt emission and afterglow light curves respectively. They are described below.
Comparison with GRB 990123 prompt emission
GRB 021211 is the second case where prompt optical emission has been observed. Prompt optical emissions are expected to arise from the reverse shock propagating into the GRB ejecta (Sari & Piran 1999) . First observational evidence for the prompt emission was obtained by Akerlof (1999) for GRB 990123. Wei (2003) studied the light curve of the GRB 021211 OA and interpreted the early emission as due to a reverse shock, while the emission after ∆t > 12 minutes as due to a forward shock, similar to Chornock et al. (2002) . To compare the prompt optical emissions of GRB 990123 and GRB 021211, we plotted their R band light curves in Fig. 1 and fitted the following power-law decay formula used by Beuermann et al. (1999) for ∆t < 2 days in R band data points.
where α 1 and α 2 are asymptotic power-law slopes during reverse and forward shocks respectively with α 1 > α 2 . The parameter s (< 0) controls the sharpness of the break, t b is the time at which slope in the light curve is changing from α 1 to α 2 . F 0 is the flux at break time. To avoid the degeneracy among large number of parameters we have used fixed values of s and find that the minimum value of χ 2 is achieved around s = −4. The data show a steep declining light curve followed by a flattening for both the GRB optical light curves. For GRB 021211 the value of α 1 = 1.62±0.02, α 2 = 1.04±0.01 and t b = 0.00778±0.000495 day with χ 2 per degree of freedom (DOF) = 3.07. For GRB 990123; α 1 = 2.79±0.08, α 2 = 1.19±0.01 and t b = 0.00459± 0.00038 day with χ 2 per DOF = 1.23. So the flattening in the light curve starts around ∼ 11 min and 7 min after the burst for GRB 021211 and GRB 990123 respectively. Fig. 1 indicates that in the case of GRB 021211, the optical flux at similar epochs appears to be fainter at least by ∼ 4 mag than those of GRB 990123. These early decay slopes being different for different GRBs, may indicate that decay rate due to reverse shock is quite different from the flux decay constants arising due to forward shock of the GRBs where they are almost identical.
For GRB 021004, optical observations are available at ∆t ∼ 193 sec after the burst (Pandey et al., 2003) . But the early decay slopes can not be explained in terms of reverse shock due to unexpectedly shallower flux decay than that observed in the case of GRB 990123 and GRB 021211 and also do not match with the predicted reverse shock emission decay rates either for homogeneous or for inhomogeneous environments (Chevalier & Li 2000 , Fox et al. 2003b ). According to Fox et al. (2003b) , the relatively flat early light curve of GRB 021004 optical transient and its variability at later epochs can be explained with 'patchy' ejecta shell (Nakar, Piran & Granot 2002) or in terms of extra energy injection which continues after the GRB itself. 
Optical photometric light curve
In Fig. 2 , we plot our R band measurements along with those published by Fox et al. (2003a) , Lamb et al. (2002) , Levan et al. (2002) , Li et al. (2002 Li et al. ( , 2003 , McLeod et al. (2002) , Park et al. (2002) , Testa et al. (2003) and Wozniak et al. (2002) . The emission from GRB 021211 OA is fading and the R band light curve appears to be flattened due to contribution of host galaxy at later epochs. The flux decay can be well characterized by a single power law decay plus a constant flux F host , component for the underlying host galaxy and can be written as
Where F (t) is total measured flux of the OT at time t and α is the temporal flux decay index. We fitted the above function in R band light curve using the least square re- gression method leaving F host as a free parameter, including late time VLT R band observations (Testa et al., 2003) and excluding the 2 late time HST points which are free from the host galaxy contribution . This yields α = 1.13±0.01 and host galaxy R magnitude = 24.54±0.09 mag with χ 2 per DOF = 3.41. The fitted value of host galaxy magnitude is brighter than 25.26±0.2, the F606W host magnitude of GRB 021211 . Subtracting the fitted host galaxy contribution from the data set and including HST points the value of α becomes 1.11±0.02, with χ 2 per DOF = 3.94. Present observations follow the fitted curve well and fill the existing temporal gap in the published data (see Fig 2) .
The value of flux decay α agrees fairly well with that determined by Fox et al. (2003a) and Li et al. (2003) . Earlier events like GRB 970508 and GRB 980329 (CastroTirado & Gorosabel 1999) show a single power law with α value ∼ 1.19 and ∼ 1.7 respectively. Due to very fast decay in first 24 hours after the burst, GRB 021211 OA case can also be compared with the bursts like GRB 000630 (Fynbo et al. 2001 , Berger et al. 2002 , GRB 020322 (Burud et al. 2002) which have the similar temporal flux decay slope and was detected at ∼ 23 mag in R passband, one day after the burst. Fig. 3 . Optical-near IR spectrum of the GRB 021211 OA corrected for E(B − V ) = 0.028 mag at ∼ 0.13, 0.33 and 0.83 days after the burst, i.e. extinction is not the cause for the faintness of this burst.
Spectral energy distribution
We have constructed the GRB 021211 afterglow spectrum at three epochs: ∆t = 0.13, 0.33 and 0.83 day. Due to lack of data at X−ray and radio wavelengths we confine ourselves only to the BV RI optical and JK s near-IR observations, and select epochs for widest possible wavelength coverage. We used the reddening map provided by Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) for estimating Galactic interstellar extinction towards the burst and found a small value of E(B − V ) = 0.028 mag. We used the standard Galactic extinction reddening curve given by Mathis (1990) in converting apparent magnitudes into fluxes and used the effective wavelengths and normalizations by Fukugita et al. (1995) and Bessell & Brett (1988) , for BV RI and Epchtein et al. (1994) for J and K s . Fig.  3 shows the spectrum of GRB 021211 afterglow from optical to near-IR region. It is observed that at an epoch as the frequency decreases the flux increases from optical to near-IR. We describe the spectrum by a single power law:
where F ν is the flux at frequency ν and β is the spectral index. In the optical to near-IR region at ∆t = 0.13 day, the value of β is 0.95±0.19. The value of β decreases to 0.70±0.03 and 0.55±0.11 at the later epochs ∆t = 0.33 day and 0.83 day respectively.
In order to see the colour evolution of GRB 021211, we derived photometric colours using optical and near-IR data at the epochs under consideration. Where necessary, measurements were interpolated between adjacent data points at one wavelength. The values of (B − R) are 1.1±0.2, 0.8± 0.2 and 0.3±0.2 mag at ∆t = 0.13, 0.33 and 0.83 days respectively. Whereas the (B − K s ) values are 3.9±0.2 and 3.4±0.2 at ∆t = 0.13 and 0.33 days respectively. These values indicate that there is a colour evolution in the GRB OA emission during the epochs under consideration. The colours become bluer with time. This is in agreement with the observed change in the value of β with time.
Discussions and Conclusions
BV RI optical observations of the GRB 021211 OA are presented. The observed early time optical flash in GRB 021211 is like those observed in GRB990123. They can be explained in terms of reverse shock. In both cases, the flux decay of prompt emission is faster than that of afterglow emission. The forward shock emission becomes dominant after ∼ 8 min and 11 min for GRB 990123 and GRB 021211 respectively.
The optical light curve of GRB 021211 OA (Fig 2. ) can be well explained in terms of a single power law with the underlying host galaxy. GRB 011211 optical afterglow is intrinsically faint, when compared to GRB 990123 and was detected only due to prompt, early follow up. If the prompt observations that allowed the detection of the OA had not been performed, it would have been classified as a "dark GRB" as it was fainter than R = 23 after 1 day and in general, the usual follow-up observations do not go that deep. It thus appears that GRB 021211 is the first example of an "optically dim" burst for which early time observations are available. It is thus likely that the optically "dark GRBs" could just be "optically dim" afterglows with the reason behind their non-detection being not only due to the high redshift and extinction due to host galaxy but also due to the OA being much fainter than those observed to date (Crew et al. 2003) .
Our fitted R band values of temporal slope α and the evolution in optical-near IR spectral slope β can be well understood in terms of simple spherical adiabatic case for the homogeneous medium (Sari, Piran, & Narayan 1998) in which for ν < ν c , α = 3β/2 = 3(p -1)/4 and for ν > ν c α = (3β -1)/2 = (3p -2)/4. Considering temporal slope α = 1.1±0.1, the electron energy distribution index p will be 2.1±0.2 and β = 1.1 ±0.2 which is consistent with the spectral slope β determined at 0.13 day for ν > ν c . For ν < ν c we have β = 0.73±0.02, consistent with the determined β at 0.33 -0.83 day. The passage of the cooling frequency through a given band is expected to also flatten the light curve, with the value of α reduced by 0.25. We have tried to test if this is in fact admitted by the R-band data. The dotted line in Fig. 2 shows a double power-law fit using the function of eq. (1). The data is well fit by this function, with a χ 2 per DOF = 3.32, for a ν c passage time of 0.5 day through the R-band. The decrease in the value of α is found from the fit to be 0.26 ± 0.10, consistent with the prediction of synchrotron radiation model. In summary, while a single power-law provides a reasonable fit to the R-band light curve of the afterglow, the data are also consistent with the passage of a cooling break and consequent flattening of the light curve around 0.5 day. The sparseness of the coverage prevents a better discrimination between these two cases. Based on the spectral evolution signature, we therefore prefer the explanation that the cooling break passed through the optical band during the period over which optical follow-up of the afterglow was possible. A similar effect was seen in the case of GRB 970508 (Galama et al. 1998) .
So, GRB 021211 is the first example to indicate that a fraction of the otherwise so-called "dark GRBs" are "not so dark". Deeper and faster follow-up observations are required to detect them.
